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MEDIA RELEASE
For Saturday, 4 December 2010

Host Tony Carvajal and Ann Odong, bring you another three hours of the latest
news from the world game this Saturday morning from 9am - 12pm (WST)
While the football season is over, plenty is still going on for Football West. We catch
up with Chris Correia and have a look at the changes to the Night Series, the
upcoming AGM and the big changes that are occurring at the governing body.
One of those big changes is in relation to the WA State Premier League with the
NTC joining the 2011 competition. The Club Presidents' spokesman Don Evans
joins us to speak about the changes, the consultation and what it means for the
clubs themselves in relation to young talent.
The Perth Glory have spent a long stretch on the road recently with games against
the Brisbane Roar, Sydney FC and culminating with North Queensland. Media
Manager Steve Nelkovski will be on board to have a look at how the Glory have
fared after a tough block of matches and the rest period coming up. .
Come Play! was the slogan but unfortunately for Australia that invitation was not
taken up as Russia and Qatar won the rights to host the 2018 and 2022 World Cups,
respectively. We cover the decision with SMH's chief football writer Sebastian
Hasset and look at all the reaction and how Australia ran their campaign.
Meanwhile its great news for Qatar as the World Cup will be staged in the Middle
East for the first time. A man who has spent a lot of time in Asian Football is The
World Game's Scott McIntyre. He takes us through the Asian footballing landscape
and just how the small nation pulled of one of football's biggest honours.
The Matildas found out their group fate on Tuesday ahead of the 2011 FIFA
Women's World Cup. Norway, Brazil and Equatorial Guinea will be our opponents.
We analyse the group and Australia's chances of progressing.
Finally we turn our attention to the English Premier League where Adam Peacock
reviews and previews another round of action in the most popular league in the
world.
PLUS: All the latest fixtures and news in the A-League, W-League, Youth League
and the European Wrap.
All of that with Ann and Tony for 3 hours of football from 9-12 this Saturday on
107.9fm. Text us anytime on 0433 816 000 (Ann) or 0450 742 636 (Tony) or ring
the station during the show on 9494 2100.
- The WFP Team
Penny TannerHoath, Tony Carvajal, Jason Washington-King and Ann Odong
Can’t get to a radio? We stream live on radiofremantle.com. Guests can listen in to their interviews and see
what’s coming up on theworldfootballprogramme.com.
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